During incremental language comprehension, the brain activates knowledge of described events, including knowledge elements that constitute semantic anomalies in their linguistic context. The present study investigates hemispheric asymmetries in this process, with the aim of advancing our understanding of the neural basis and functional properties of event knowledge activation during incremental comprehension. In a visual half-field event-related brain potential (ERP) experiment, participants read brief discourses in which the third sentence contained a word that was either highly expected, semantically anomalous but related to the described event (Event-Related), or semantically anomalous but unrelated to the described event (Event-Unrelated). For both visual fields of target word presentation, semantically anomalous words elicited N400 ERP components of greater amplitude than did expected words. Crucially, Event-Related anomalous words elicited a reduced N400 relative to Event-Unrelated anomalous words only with left visual field/right hemisphere presentation. This result suggests that right hemisphere processes are critical to the activation of event knowledge elements that violate the linguistic context, and in doing so informs existing theories of hemispheric asymmetries in semantic processing during language comprehension. Additionally, this finding coincides with past research suggesting a crucial role for the right hemisphere in elaborative inference generation, raises interesting questions regarding hemispheric coordination in generating event-specific linguistic expectancies, and more generally highlights the possibility of functional dissociation of event knowledge activation for the generation of elaborative inferences and for linguistic expectancies.
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Introduction
Language often describes scenarios or events. Comprehending such language entails mapping between linguistic input and knowledge stored in semantic memory of the type of event described, such as the typical event location, entities and actions involved, and temporal and causal relations. Research suggests that event knowledge supports incremental (i.e., word-by-word) language comprehension, including linguistic expectancy generation (Altmann and Mirković, 2009; Elman, 2009; McRae and Matsuki, 2009 ). Additionally, event knowledge activation can extend beyond those elements expected to appear in the unfolding sentence to include elements that constitute semantic anomalies in sentence context (Metusalem et al., 2012) . Given this complex interplay between linguistic input and event knowledge, specifying the neural basis of event knowledge activation during incremental comprehension is an important goal. The present study advances this goal by investigating asymmetries across the cerebral hemispheres in the activation of semantic information that is related to a described event but is semantically anomalous in sentence context. While understanding the neural basis of event knowledge activation is important in its own right, the utility of this investigation extends further; against the backdrop of previous research suggesting systematic functional asymmetries across the hemispheres in the activation of semantic information triggered by linguistic input, this investigation informs our understanding of the functional properties of event knowledge activation more generally. The present study thus examines event knowledge activation with respect to both its neural basis and functional profile.
Activating event knowledge during incremental comprehension
Sentence and discourse comprehension can be characterized as construction of a mental representation of the described scenario or event, often called a mental or situation model (Johnson-Laird, 1983; Van Dijk and Kintsch, 1983; Zwaan and Radvansky, 1998 
